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This is a quick scarf pattern I use in my classes at Summit Yarn Studio to 

teach knitters how to cable with and without a cable needle.  The 

pattern also shows you how to make an ascot-style keyhole, which is 

great when you have a limited amount of yarn and want to make a 

scarf…this means you can still make the scarf and it can be way shorter!  

By the way, don’t feel obligated to put the keyhole at both ends of the 

scarf; asymmetry is perfectly acceptable these days, if not a virtue. 
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Have fun and see what variations on this theme you can come up 

with…this, as always IS YOUR ARTWORK! 

DIMENSIONS:  5” wide by 35” long 

GAUGE:  5 stitches to the inch in stockinette stitch 

MATERIALS:  2 Skeins Elsbeth Lavold Angora (200 yards worsted yarn) and  

                        US 5 (3.75mm) needles, tapestry needle for finishing, Spare 

                        Knitting Needle or Stitch Holder, Cable Needle (optional). 

 

ABBREVIATIONS AND TECHNIQUES: 

K = KNIT 

P = PURL 

RS = RIGHT SIDE   and   WS = WRONG SIDE 

RH = RIGHT HAND   and   LH = LEFT HAND  

C2R = Cable 2 Right = The number in this abbreviation indicates the number of 

stitches involved in the whole cable and “right” indicates the direction of twist in 

the cable.  WITHOUT A CABLE NEEDLE:  First skip over stitch number one and knit 

stitch number two on the LH needle just as you would normally knit any stitch, 

then go back and knit stitch number one and at this point you may drop the old 

stitches from the LH needle.  WITH A CABLE NEEDLE:  Slip the first stitch to a cable 

needle and hold it at the back of your work, knit the next stitch, then knit the 

stitch being held by the cable needle. 

C6L = Cable 6 Left = There are a total of six stitches in the whole cable and the 

direction of twist in this cable is to the left.    WITHOUT A CABLE NEEDLE:  Knit 

into the back loops of the 4th, 5th, and 6th stitches on the LH needle, then go back 

to the front of your work and knit the first, 2nd, and 3rd stitches in order and drop 

the old stitches from the LH needle as you go.  WITH A CABLE NEEDLE:  Slip the 



first three stitches to a cable needle and hold at the front of your work, knit the 

next three stitches from the LH needle, then knit the three stitches on the cable 

needle.  

KEYHOLE = Alternating between your spare knitting needle and a stitch holder, 

slip one stitch to the needle and one stitch to the stitch holder until half (12) of 

the stitches are on your spare needle and half are secure on the stitch holder.  

Working first the stitches on the needle, complete 10 rows of (K1, P1)x5 rib.  Put 

the stitches on the stitch holder on your empty needle and move the stitches just 

worked to the now empty stitch holder.  Break yarn leaving 6-8 inches to bury 

later.  Attaching your yarn to the beginning of these unworked stitches,  work ten 

rows of (K1, P1)x5 rib on this second set of stitches.  Now regroup these stitches 

onto the empty needle by alternately slipping one stitch from the needle and one 

stitch from the stitch holder until all 24 stitches are back on one needle.  Wipe 

your brow, pat yourself on the back and go forward.  Job well done! 



 

 

DIRECTIONS:  Cast on 24 stitches and knit 10 rows.  Next Row:  Set Cable 

Foundation – (WS)   K4, P2, K3, P6, K3, P2, K4. 

Cable Pattern: 

1. K3, P1, C2R, P3, K6, P3, C2R, P1, K3. 

2. This and all other WS Rows:  K4, P2, K3, P6, K3, P2, K4. 

3. K3, P1, C2R, P3, K6, P3, C2R, P1, K3. 

4. See Row 2. 

5. K3, P1, C2R, P3, K6, P3, C2R, P1, K3. 

6. See Row 2. 

7. K3, P1, C2R, P3, C6L, P3, C2R, P1, K3. 

8. See Row 2. 

Complete four (4) pattern repeats, ending by completing Row 6 before first 

keyhole, THEN 15 pattern repeats ending with Row 6 before second keyhole, and 

finally, four more pattern repeats again ending by completing Row 6.  To 

complete the scarf knit ten (10) rows and bind off loosely in knit on the wrong 

side of the fabric.  Bury ends, block, and wear or gift and enjoy the results.  These 

scarves are like pistachios…you can’t make just one!  Take care and go get your 

knit on! XOX   theHumanLoom (Mary Ellen and Summit Yarn Studio) 



 


